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What do you do when your marriage is so unhappy that you begin to fantasize about
your husband's funeral? That's how bad it got for Alisa Bowman. . . So she launched a
last-ditch effort to save her marriage. Project: Happily Ever After is her fearlessly honest
and humorous account of how she went from being a “divorce daydreamer” to
renewing her wedding vows—and all of the steps in between. From bikini waxes to
erotica, romance instruction manuals to second honeymoons, the silent treatment to
power struggles, she goes where many marriage-improvement gurus have feared to
tread. Equal parts funny, poignant, and most importantly, useful, Bowman's story will
give other miserably-married folks courage and hope. And in addition to telling her own
story, she packs straightforward prescriptive guidance, including a “10-Step Marital
Improvement Guide.” Readers will laugh. They'll cry. And they can start on the road
toward their own happy ending!
A dreadful, awesome killing power is resurrected from the past . . . Powers are invoked
and curses are being laid . . . Great waters are rising and changing the world . . . Long
ago was the “Big Kill,” horrible, apocalyptic events that destroyed nearly every living
thing on earth. Since then the last of humankind has scattered into widespread small
kingdoms separated by superstition, war, and fear. And now, while facing a natural
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catastrophe that threatens to drown a world, an ancient evil resurfaces and may
prevent any chance of survival. With the future of humankind at stake, a small band of
disparate characters—a lonely child, a loyal servant, a mysterious wanderer, and a most
unusual horse—sets out on a journey fraught with peril and wonder . . . a sacred mission
that leaves no room for failure. . . . Deeply original in scope and vision, The Waters
Rising is a daring and remarkable work of speculative fiction—a tour de force from one
of the most revered writers of our time.
The "magic" that once was America died horribly along with most of the Earth's
inhabitants when an asteroid crashed into the planet sometime during the twenty-first
century. Hundreds of years have passed, and all that remains of the time before are
fragmented memories distorted by superstition -- as a tragically reduced populace
suffers greatly under the tyranny of a repressive ruling order. But destiny has chosen
Dismé Latimer to lead a wasted world out of the darkness ... with a book. Written by a
courageous scientist ancestor, it is a sacred, unsettling tome rife with disturbing ideas
and revelations ... and an impossible hope that compels a gentle, troubled young
woman to abandon her abusive home in search of truth and her true self. But common
"wisdom" and lore warn of grave dangers out in the world. Evil is there, a malevolence
beyond imagining. And in the depths of the Earth, a gargantuan beast asleep for
centuries has begun to stir ...
The best of women’s science fiction and feminist theory together in one volume
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In the year 2000, America falls victim to the fundamentalism that is consuming the
world, but Carolyn Crespin and five female friends strongly defy the power-hungary
Alliance candidate, who may land in the presidency, unless Carolyn can stop him.
Reprint. K.
The Gate to Women's CountryA NovelSpectra
A good and proper aristocrat on the isolated, seemingly backward planet of Haven,
Genevieve has been carefully instructed in the Covenants -- the ancient, inflexible laws
governing the women of her class. She knows what is expected of her: marriage in her
mid-twenties to a groom of her father's choosing, childbirth at age thirty. And then soon
afterwards -- as has been the lot of so many noblewomen before her -- perhaps death.
But there is another Genevieve within who longs to heed the call of the sea -- though
she has never once seen the vast waters that cover most of her homeworld's surface.
For an unheard voice is crying out to her across the centuries, drawing her ever-closer
to a terrible truth hidden beneath a smoke screen of rules, tradition, and propriety. And
it is Genevieve who must fulfill a forgotten destiny -- something inborn passed for untold
generations from daughter to daughter -- or she and the entire civilization of Haven will
be swept away on a cosmic wave of oblivion.
The Presences mean something different to each of Jubal's colonists. In some, these
towering crystals inspire awe, in others fear. A small band must break through the long
silence between humanity and the Presences to strike a new alliance - and bring about
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the end of a tyrannical dynasty. Sheri S. Tepper's world has the depths of galaxies. Her
characters come alive like stars burning in the black of space. The tale she tells will
leave you astounded.

L.E. Modesitt, Jr.'s The Magic of Recluce begins his bestselling fantasy series the
Saga of Recluce, which is one of the most popular in contemporary epic fantasy.
Young Lerris yearns to find a place in the world better suited to his skills and
temperament. In Recluce this means taking one of two options: permanent exile
from Recluce or the dangergeld, a complex, rule-laden wanderjahr in the lands
beyond. Many do not survive. Lerris chooses dangergeld. Lerris will need magic
in the lands beyond, where the power of the Chaos Wizards reigns unchecked,
and he must learn to use his powers in an orderly way before his wanderjahr, or
fall prey to Chaos. Saga of Recluce #1 The Magic of Recluce / #2 The Towers of
Sunset / #3 The Magic Engineer / #4 The Order War / #5 The Death of Chaos /
#6 Fall of Angels / #7 The Chaos Balance / #8 The White Order / #9 Colors of
Chaos / #10 Magi’i of Cyador / #11 Scion of Cyador / #12 Wellspring of Chaos /
#13 Ordermaster / #14 Natural Order Mage / #15 Mage-Guard of Hamor / #16
Arms-Commander / #17 Cyador’s Heirs / #18 Heritage of Cyador /#19 The
Mongrel Mage / #20 Outcasts of Order / #21 The Mage-Fire War (forthcoming)
Story Collection: Recluce Tales Other Series by L.E. Modesitt, Jr. The Imager
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Portfolio The Corean Chronicles The Spellsong Cycle The Ghost Books The
Ecolitan Matter At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The conclusion to the New York Times–bestselling trilogy of ancient Greece by
the author Hilary Mantel calls “a shining light.” By the end of his reign, Alexander
the Great had seized control of an empire that extended from the Adriatic Sea to
the Indus River. When he died in 323 BC, a fervent scramble for power ensued.
Funeral Games is Mary Renault’s remarkable novel of this turmoil and the
gradual erosion of the Greek empire. The power players include Ptolemy, two
father-son teams, and a cadre of influential women—not least of whom is
Eurydike, whose plan is to marry Alexander’s disabled brother, Arridaios.
Brimming with outsize personalities, brazen plots, and a sweeping sense of
history, Funeral Games brings to vivid life the world of Alexander the Great, and
the seismic tumult in the wake of his death. Funeral Games is the final volume of
the Novels of Alexander the Great trilogy, which begins with The Persian Boy and
Fire from Heaven. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Mary Renault
including rare images of the author. “Mary Renault is a shining light to both
historical novelists and their readers. She does not pretend the past is like the
present, or that the people of ancient Greece were just like us. She shows us
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their strangeness; discerning, sure-footed, challenging our values, piquing our
curiosity, she leads us through an alien landscape that moves and delights us.”
—Hilary Mantel
“Lively, thought-provoking . . . the plot is ingenious, packing a wallop of a
surprise . . . Tepper knows how to write a well-made, on-moving story with strong
characters. . . . She takes the mental risks that are the lifeblood of science fiction
and all imaginative narrative.”—Ursula K. LeGuin, Los Angeles Times Since the
flames died three hundred years ago, human civilization has evolved into a dual
society: Women’s Country, where walled towns enclose what’s left of past
civilization, nurtured by women and a few nonviolent men; and the adjacent
garrisons where warrior men live—the lost brothers, sons, and lovers of those in
Women’s Country. Two societies. Two competing dreams. Two ways of life, kept
apart by walls stronger than stone. And yet there is a gate between them. . . .
“Tepper not only keeps us reading . . . she provokes a new look at the old
issues.”—The Washington Post “Tepper’s cast of both ordinary and
extraordinary people play out a powerful drama whose significance goes beyond
sex to deal with the toughest problem of all, the challenge of surmounting
humanity’s most dangerous flaws so we can survive—despite ourselves.”—Locus
“A gripping, sinister fable!” —Margaret Atwood, via Twitter ONE OF THE BEST
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BOOKS OF THE YEAR: NPR • GLAMOUR • GOOD HOUSEKEEPING • LIT
HUB • THRILLIST King has tenderly staked out a territory for his wife and three
daughters, Grace, Lia, and Sky. Here on his island, women are protected from
the chaos and violence of men on the mainland. The cult-like rituals and
therapies they endure fortify them from the spreading toxicity of a degrading
world. But when King disappears and two men and a boy wash ashore, the
sisters’ safe world begins to unravel. Over the span of one blistering hot week, a
psychological cat-and-mouse game plays out. Sexual tensions and sibling
rivalries flare as the sisters are forced to confront the amorphous threat the
strangers represent. A haunting, riveting debut, The Water Cure is a fiercely
poetic feminist revenge fantasy that’s a startling reflection of our time.
Atop a twisting, canyon-climbing road, a witch lurks in a fortress built strong to
keep out dragons and ogres. In another part of the countryside, a young orphan
is maturing into a beautiful woman in the enchanted village that is her home.
Somewhere nearby, a young man is seeking adventure after running away from
his family's small farm. Suddenly a strange and terrible prophecy sets off a chain
of events that will bring these three together in the heroic, romantic, and thrilling
tale of an age-old battle.
A dystopian tale of a power struggle between the sexes in the post-nuclear
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future, perfect for readers of Margaret Atwood and Ursula K. Le Guin. After a
nuclear holocaust, women rule the world. Using advanced technology, they’ve
expelled men from their vast walled cities to roam the countryside in primitive
bands, bringing them back only for the purpose of loveless reproduction under
the guise of powerful goddesses. When one young woman, Birana, questions her
society’s deception, she finds herself exiled among the very men she has been
taught to scorn. She crosses paths with a hunter, Arvil, and the two grow close as
they evade the ever-threatening female forces and the savage wilderness men.
Their love just might mend their fractured world—if they manage to survive. Hailed
as “one of the genre’s best writers” by the Washington Post Book World,
Pamela Sargent is the author of numerous novels, including Earthseed and
Venus of Dreams. The winner of the Nebula and Locus awards, she has also
coauthored several Star Trek novels with George Zebrowski.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “One of the most important books
I’ve ever read—an indispensable guide to thinking clearly about the world.” – Bill
Gates “Hans Rosling tells the story of ‘the secret silent miracle of human
progress’ as only he can. But Factfulness does much more than that. It also
explains why progress is so often secret and silent and teaches readers how to
see it clearly.” —Melinda Gates "Factfulness by Hans Rosling, an outstanding
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international public health expert, is a hopeful book about the potential for human
progress when we work off facts rather than our inherent biases." - Former U.S.
President Barack Obama Factfulness: The stress-reducing habit of only carrying
opinions for which you have strong supporting facts. When asked simple
questions about global trends—what percentage of the world’s population live in
poverty; why the world’s population is increasing; how many girls finish
school—we systematically get the answers wrong. So wrong that a chimpanzee
choosing answers at random will consistently outguess teachers, journalists,
Nobel laureates, and investment bankers. In Factfulness, Professor of
International Health and global TED phenomenon Hans Rosling, together with his
two long-time collaborators, Anna and Ola, offers a radical new explanation of
why this happens. They reveal the ten instincts that distort our perspective—from
our tendency to divide the world into two camps (usually some version of us and
them) to the way we consume media (where fear rules) to how we perceive
progress (believing that most things are getting worse). Our problem is that we
don’t know what we don’t know, and even our guesses are informed by
unconscious and predictable biases. It turns out that the world, for all its
imperfections, is in a much better state than we might think. That doesn’t mean
there aren’t real concerns. But when we worry about everything all the time
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instead of embracing a worldview based on facts, we can lose our ability to focus
on the things that threaten us most. Inspiring and revelatory, filled with lively
anecdotes and moving stories, Factfulness is an urgent and essential book that
will change the way you see the world and empower you to respond to the crises
and opportunities of the future. --- “This book is my last battle in my life-long
mission to fight devastating ignorance...Previously I armed myself with huge data
sets, eye-opening software, an energetic learning style and a Swedish bayonet
for sword-swallowing. It wasn’t enough. But I hope this book will be.” Hans
Rosling, February 2017.
Having triumphed, in a way, over abandonment, seduction, and exploitation,
Lili--a world-famous movie star--demands to know which of four equally
successful older women is her mother.
A Door into Ocean is the novel upon which the author's reputation as an important SF writer
principally rests. A ground-breaking work both of feminist SF and of world-building hard SF, it
concerns the Sharers of Shora, a nation of women on a distant moon in the far future who are
pacifists, highly advanced in biological sciences, and who reproduce by
parthenogenesis--there are no males--and tells of the conflicts that erupt when a neighboring
civilization decides to develop their ocean world, and send in an army. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A moving, compulsive science fiction novel from one of the best writers in the field When the
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human settlers arrived on Hobbs Land, the native intelligent species, the Owlbrit, were already
almost extinct. Before the last one died, a few years later, the humans had learned a little of
their language, their ideas and their religion. It seemed the natural thing for the settlers to
maintain the last Owlbrit temple, with the strange statue that was its God. When that God died
- disintegrating overnight - it seemed equally natural to start preparing its replacement. Maire
Manone came to Hobbs Land to escape the harsh patriarchal religion of Voorstod, but
Voorstod hasn't forgotten her - or forgiven her. But the men who arrive on Hobbs Land to find
and return Maire to her homeland haven't taken Hobbs Land's God into account ...
The myriad alien civilizations populating far, distant worlds have many good reasons to detest
the blight called "humankind" . . . The only human child living in a work colony on the Martian
satellite Phobos, little Margaret Bain has invented six imaginary companions to keep boredom
and loneliness at bay. Each an extension of her personality, they are lost to her when she is
forced to return to Earth. But they are not gone. The time will come when Margaret, fully grown
and wed, must leave this dying world as well—this Earth so denuded by thoughtlessness and
chemistry that its only viable export is slaves. For now Margarets are scattered throughout the
galaxy. And their creator must bring her selves home . . . or watch the human race perish.
Science fiction has recently been identified as providing the narrative paradigm for
postmodernity. This volume of essays combines theoretical discussions of the nature of
science fiction, with specific studies of utopian and dystopian narratives. Alongside of this, the
essays here address feminist and African American issues, the envisioning of radical
alternative realities and futures, cyborgs, cyberpunk and cyber-space, age and aging, hybridity
and monstrosity, and contemporary society and the postmodern condition.
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1944, Germany: Gazing through the barbed wire fence, up to the pale blue sky, Antonia
dreams of home: cherry orchards, golden fields, and the man she loves, who she may never
see again… Resistance fighter Antonia is out in the forest behind her family’s beloved farm
when the Nazi soldiers arrive. As she sees her sister Lena and her young nephews herded
towards the trucks, guns pointed at their heads, she faces a split-second, heart-wrenching
decision: to stay hidden, stay free and continue the fight. Or to give herself up and go with her
family to protect them—no matter what lies ahead. As she clutches her nephew’s little hand in
hers, her other arm tight around Lena, she knows she has made the right choice. And as the
truck rattles towards a brutal labor camp, and they start to wonder what fate has in store for
them, Antonia’s only thought is of how to escape. Because before they were captured, Antonia
worked tirelessly to free her country from those who had turned her homeland into a bloody
battleground. By her side had been clever, handsome Viktor. The man she was to marry,
whose love shone like a light in the darkness of war surrounding them. Antonia does not know
if Viktor has been caught or executed. But she knows she must try to find a way back to him
and she cannot wait any longer to be saved. Her precious nephews will die without proper food
and they could all be killed at any moment. The world outside the camp gates is full of danger,
but they have to find a way through them first. And that is their only hope, even if it costs
Antonia her life. The Nazis have taken everything from her, but they can never take away her
courage… A heartbreaking, inspiring and totally unforgettable story of the unbelievable courage
and determination of extraordinary people in the darkest days of war. Fans of Kristin Hannah,
Fiona Valpy, and The Tattooist of Auschwitz will be gripped from the very first page until the
final, heart-stopping conclusion. Readers love Chrystyna Lucyk-Berger: “Absolutely
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heartbreaking… Gripped me from the first page and I read it in one sitting!… Will stay with me for
a long time.” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “Fantastic!!! There wasn’t a moment when I wasn’t
gripped!… My heart really ached… Incredibly gripping!” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “This book
broke me, it was heartbreaking and had me gripped… The descriptions and imagery was so
vivid that it felt like I was stepping into World War 2. I cried, I smiled and I didn't want it to end.
This book is totally captivating.” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “Kept me up all night and I
finished this book with tears in my eyes after I read the ending!… Powerful, gripping…
Unputdownable… Five stars!” Tropical Girl Reads Books, ????? “A gripping story that will stay
with you long after you have put it down… I highly recommend.” NetGalley reviewer, ????? “I
could barely put down the book. I smiled, cried… I recommend it to all history lovers!”
Goodreads reviewer, ????? “Grab a few tissues… Such a powerful story you must read.”
Goodreads reviewer, ????? “Wonderful intense read… So vivid you will feel you are there. I
could not put this story down. I loved the book.” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “Riveting,
intense… From the very beginning you feel like you're amidst the chaos, the heartbreak, the
despair but also the incredible bravery and spirit of the people in WWII.” Goodreads reviewer,
?????
The Gate to Women's Country tells of a society that exists three hundred years after our own
has nearly destroyed itself. Now, male warriors are separated from women at an early age and
live in garrisons plotting futilely for the battles which must never be fought again. Inside the
women's towns, education, arts and science flourish. But for some like Stavia, there is more to
see. Her sojourn with the man she is forbidden to love brings into sharp focus the
contradictions that define their lives. And when tragedy strikes, Stavia is faced with a decision
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she never thought she would make - a decision that could forever change their world ... The
Gate to Women's Country is a novel that rivals Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale in
scope, impact, and the sheer power of its storytelling.
“One of the most satisfying science fiction novels I have read in years.”—The New York Times
Book Review Here is a novel as original as the breathtaking, unspoiled world for which it is
named, a place where all appears to be in idyllic balance. Generations ago, humans fled to the
cosmic anomaly known as Grass. Over time, they evolved a new and intricate society. But
before humanity arrived, another species had already claimed Grass for its own. It, too, had
developed a culture. . . . Now, a deadly plague is spreading across the stars. No world save
Grass has been left untouched. Marjorie Westriding Yrarier has been sent from Earth to
discover the secret of the planet’s immunity. Amid the alien social structure and strange lifeforms of Grass, Lady Westriding unravels the planet’s mysteries to find a truth so shattering it
could mean the end of life itself.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or
do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to
grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a God whose love
knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world
religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped
his spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.

“Tepper takes the traditional icons of fantasy, restores their resonance, and
makes them her own.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune A century ago, a mysterious
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force wiped out human life on all surrounding worlds, leaving the planet Dinadh
untouched. Now the unknown force is back—and this time humanity’s only hope
lies with a woman who’d give anything not to get involved. Lutha Tallstaff’s
mission is to locate the famed adventurer Leelson Famber, who has
disappeared, taking with him what may be the only clue to the nature of the
deadly threat. But Lutha cannot know that finding Famber will be the easy part of
her journey. Through terrain alive with savage winged wraiths and fountains of
fire, she will fight her way to the holiest place on the planet. And only then will
she discover the shocking truth about the coldly inhuman force that threatens the
future of mankind.
Young Fred Fairly, a junior fellow at St. Angelicus College in 1912 Cambridge,
falls in love with the dangerously mysterious Daisy, whom he awakens next to
one morning after a freak accident
Connie Ramos, a woman in her mid-thirties, has been declared insane. But
Connie is overwhelmingly sane, merely tuned to the future, and able to
communicate with the year 2137. As her doctors persuade her to agree to an
operation, Connie struggles to force herself to listen to the future and its lessons
for today.... From the Paperback edition.
The bizarre events that have been occuring across the United States -Page 15/22
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unexplained "oddities" tracked by Air Defense, mysterious disappearances,
shocking deaths -- seem to have no bearing on Benita Alvarez-Shipton's life.
That is, until the soft-spoken thirty-six-year-old bookstore manager is approached
by a pair of aliens asking her to transmit their message of peace to the powers in
Washington. An abused Albuquerque wife with low self-esteem, Benita has been
chosen to act as the sole liaison between the human race and the Pistach, who
have offered their human hosts a spectacular opportunity for knowledge and
enrichment. But ultimately Benita will be called upon to do much more than
deliver messages -- and may, in fact, be responsible for saving the Earth.
Because the Pistach are not the only space-faring species currently making their
presence known on her unsuspecting planet. And the others are not so
benevolent.
Full-tilt, hardcore, down-home, and groundbreaking, the women of country music
speak volumes with every song. From Maybelle Carter to Dolly Parton, k.d. lang
to Taylor Swift—these artists provided pivot points, truths, and doses of courage
for women writers at every stage of their lives. Whether it's Rosanne Cash
eulogizing June Carter Cash or a seventeen-year-old Taylor Swift considering the
golden glimmer of another precocious superstar, Brenda Lee, it's the humanity
beneath the music that resonates. Here are deeply personal essays from awardPage 16/22
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winning writers on femme fatales, feminists, groundbreakers, and truth tellers.
Acclaimed historian Holly George Warren captures the spark of the rockabilly
sensation Wanda Jackson; Entertainment Weekly's Madison Vain considers
Loretta Lynn's girl-power anthem "The Pill"; and rocker Grace Potter embraces
Linda Ronstadt's unabashed visual and musical influence. Patty Griffin acts like a
balm on a post-9/11 survivor on the run; Emmylou Harris offers a gateway
through paralyzing grief; and Lucinda Williams proves that greatness is where
you find it. Part history, part confessional, and part celebration of country,
Americana, and bluegrass and the women who make them, Woman Walk the
Line is a very personal collection of essays from some of America's most
intriguing women writers. It speaks to the ways in which artists mark our lives at
different ages and in various states of grace and imperfection—and ultimately how
music transforms not just the person making it, but also the listener.
- N. Lee Wood is the author of "Looking for the Mahdi (Ace, 1996), "Faraday's
Orphans (Ace, 1997), and "Bloodrights (Ace, 1999). "Looking for the Mahdi was
selected as a "New York Times Notable Book and was also short listed for the
Arthur C. Clarke Award.- The author's blend of sociology, feminism, and science
fiction is reminiscent of such classics as Margaret Atwood's "The Handmaid's
Tale (Houghton Mifflin, 1986), Ursula K. Le Guin's "The Left Hand of Darkness
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(Ace, 1969), and Sheri S. Tepper's "The Gate to Women's Country (Doubleday,
1988).
With the critically acclaimed novels The Gate To Women's Country, Raising The
Stones, and the Hugo-nominated Grass, Sheri Tepper has established herself as
one of the major science fiction writers of out Time. In Beauty, she broadens her
territory even further, with a novel that evokes all the richness of fairy tale and
fable. Drawing on the wellspring of tales such as "Sleeping Beauty," Beauty is a
moving novel of love and loss, hope and despair, magic and nature. Set against
a backdrop both enchanted and frightening, the story begins with a wicked aunt's
curse that will afflict a young woman named Beauty on her sixteenth birthday.
Though Beauty is able to sidestep tragedy, she soon finds herself embarked on
an adventure of vast consequences. For it becomes clear that the enchanted
places of this fantastic world--a place not unlike our own--are in danger and must
be saved before it is too late.
Three planets have been recently discovered in deep space, and prosaically
named to reflect their respective environments. Jungle, lush and foreboding,
swallowed up an eleven-member exploratory team more than a decade earlier,
while hot, harsh, and dusty Stone turned out to be phenomenally rich in rare ore,
the most profitable new world to be found in a century. But it is the third, Moss,
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that could well prove to be the most enigmatic . . . and dangerous. Enlisted by the
Planetary Protection Institute -- an organization founded to assess new worlds for
potential development and profit -- famed linguist Paul Delis has come to Moss to
determine whether the strange multicolored shapes of dancing light observed on
the planet's surface are evidence of intelligent life. With Delis is his half sister,
Jewel, the wife of one of the explorers lost on Jungle. Working together, they are
to determine the true nature of the “Mossen” and decipher the strange
"language" that accompanies the phenomenon. Yet the great mysteries of this
bucolic world -- three-quarters covered in wind-sculpted, ever-shifting moss -don't end with the inexplicable illuminations; there is the puzzle of the rusting
remains of a lost fleet of Earth ships, moldering on a distant plateau. Perhaps the
biggest question mark is Jewel Delis herself and her mission here at the far
reaches of the galaxy. Leaving an overpopulated homeworld that is rapidly
becoming depleted of the raw materials needed for human survival, Jewel is a
member of a radical underground group opposing a recent government edict that
will eliminate all of the planet's “nonessential” living inhabitants. And it is here, at
the universe's unexplored edge, where the fate of endangered creatures may
ultimately be decided -- though it will mean defying ruthless and unforgiving ruling
powers to repair humankind's disintegrating relationship with the beasts of the
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Earth.
An epic tale of freedom and slavery, love and war, and the potential futures of humankind tells
of a twenty-first century California clan caught between two clashing worlds, one based on
tolerance, the other on repression. Declaration of the Four Sacred Things The earth is a living,
conscious being. In company with cultures of many different times and places, we name these
things as sacred: air, fire, water, and earth. Whether we see them as the breath, energy, blood,
and body of the Mother, or as the blessed gifts of a Creator, or as symbols of the
interconnected systems that sustain life, we know that nothing can live without them. To call
these things sacred is to say that they have a value beyond their usefulness for human ends,
that they themselves became the standards by which our acts, our economics, our laws, and
our purposes must be judged. no one has the right to appropriate them or profit from them at
the expense of others. Any government that fails to protect them forfeits its legitimacy. All
people, all living things, are part of the earth life, and so are sacred. No one of us stands higher
or lower than any other. Only justice can assure balance: only ecological balance can sustain
freedom. Only in freedom can that fifth sacred thing we call spirit flourish in its full diversity. To
honor the sacred is to create conditions in which nourishment, sustenance, habitat, knowledge,
freedom, and beauty can thrive. To honor the sacred is to make love possible. To this we
dedicate our curiosity, our will, our courage, our silences, and our voices. To this we dedicate
our lives. Praise for The Fifth Sacred Thing “This is wisdom wrapped in drama.”—Tom Hayden,
California state senator “Starhawk makes the jump to fiction quite smoothly with this
memorable first novel.”—Locus “Totally captivating . . . a vision of the paradigm shift that is
essential for our very survival as a species on this planet.”—Elinor Gadon, author of The Once
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and Future Goddess “This strong debut fits well against feminist futuristic, utopic, and dystopic
works by the likes of Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Ursula LeGuin, and Margaret Atwood.”—Library
Journal
On the planet of Elsewhere, the Council had always enforced the governing of each province
in the manner the people had chosen, so long as each respected its neighbors' local
customs--and so long as the people remained within their homelands. Generations later,
inhabitants have begun to question this tradition. The Council has received mysterious
messages and reports of strange manifestations across the planet. Now, Enforcer Fringe
Owldark has been sent with a small crew of seven, each possessing an unusual talent, to
investigate their worst fear--the arrival of the Hobbs Land gods. Free will and the reality of God
are just too of the timeless issues this courageous band of humans must confront as they
strive to decide if complete tolerance and leaving others alone is evil. . .and what they should
do if it is. Vividly imagined and exquisitely rendered, Sideshow is Sheri S. Tepper's most
controversial novel yet.
“A poignant expression of the durability, grace, and potential of the human spirit” set in a postnuclear dystopia where words are worth killing for (Jean M. Auel, author of the Earth’s
Children series). By the late twenty-first century, civilization has nearly been destroyed by
overpopulation, economic chaos, horrific disease, and a global war that brought a devastating
nuclear winter. On the Oregon coast, two women—writer Mary Hope and painter Rachel
Morrow—embark on an audacious project to help save future generations: the preservation of
books, both their own and any they can find at nearby abandoned houses. For years, they
labor in solitude. Then they encounter a young man who comes from a group of survivors in
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the South. They call their community the Ark. Rachel and Mary see the possibility of civilization
rising again. But they realize with trepidation that the Arkites believe in only one book—the
Judeo-Christian bible—and regard all other books as blasphemous. And those who go against
the word of God must be cleansed from the Earth . . . In this “thought-provoking” novel of
humanity, hope, and horror, M.K. Wren displays “her passionate concern with what gives life
meaning (Library Journal).
This short story is regarded as an important early work of American feminist literature, due to
its illustration of the attitudes towards mental and physical health of women in the 19th century.
Narrated in the first person, the story is a collection of journal entries written by a woman
whose physician husband (John) has rented an old mansion for the summer. Forgoing other
rooms in the house, the couple moves into the upstairs nursery. As a form of treatment, the
unnamed woman is forbidden from working, and is encouraged to eat well and get plenty of air,
so she can recuperate from what he calls a "temporary nervous depression – a slight hysterical
tendency", a diagnosis common to women during that period.
This is an African retelling of Euripides: an unnervingly topical story of a people and a beloved
city destroyed by the brutality of war. The play was first performed in Lagos in 2003 under the
distinguished director Chuck Mike, and subsequently toured the UK.
Gathers the acclaimed author's science-fiction trilogy, encompassing King's Blood Four,
Necromancer Nine, and Wizard's Eleven, stories that helped to ignite the Dungeons and
Dragons gaming fad. Reprint.
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